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CREATING OF AUTOMATED FAULT-TOLERANT SYSTEM BASED ON HTTP 

ANONYMIZERS THAT ALLOWS ACCESS TO FORBIDDEN WEB-SITES 

 

The approach effectively bypass the restrictions on access to websites based on the http-tunneling with minimal cost, com-

bined with the approach of peer to peer networks. The description of the algorithm and a description of its key features. A new 

approach to the problem of accessibility of websites has many advantages and overcomes the disadvantages of existing solu-

tions in the form of anonymous networks - use of special nodal solutions and a strong dependence on the number of network 

nodes anonymous.   

 

PREAMBLE 

The new stage of which has come in the development of the 
exchange of information, characterized by intensive introduction of 
modern information technology, widespread local, corporate and 
global networks, creating new opportunities for information ex-
change. 

Peer network (PS) are now one of the dominant technologies of 
the Internet. These networks provide a good decentralization - the 
lack of a single point of control and, most importantly, single points 
of failure. In other words - the service can be considered fully de-
centralized when to run it simply run the application without further 
input any data connection. Zero trust means that attacks such as 
MITM (Man-In-The-Middle) should, in principle, is not feasible due to 
the implementation of the Protocol (The network automatically reject 
malicious node, the network can function even if all nodes except 
you and to whom you pass captured, it is impossible to physically 
connect directly to the channel gap). 

Many modern services in the Internet and Intranet operate on 
the basis of a peer network architecture. These are well-known 
P2P-services like Skype, BitTorrent, Viber, Tox, Storj, Ripple, 
BitCoin and many others. 

However, the application of these technologies is impossible 
without attention to the issues of information security because of 
threats to information security, the circulated in these networks. 
Obviously, modern approaches to data transmission via the Internet 
do not fully meet the requirements or provide for the protection of 
information, or ease of use by the end user. 

However, the development of techniques and systems to pro-
tect information from the point of view of their use in non-classical, 
dynamic, decentralized systems and networks are now virtually no 
research aimed at solving the problem of providing the necessary 
level of data protection throughout the period of operation of these 
information structures. 

Another important point is that the existing decentralized algo-
rithms use several gears "from each to each," which is not scalable 
and efficient, and most importantly - safe. As a result, not all of the 
known solutions can be effectively used and resiliency peer net-
works. Special solutions for the existing P2P systems have some 
drawbacks (for example, the presence of a single point of network 
failure, the lack of order, high bandwidth utilization, traffic office, the 
lack of resources to ensure the authenticity of duplicates). 

It is no secret that every day many states strengthen control 
over their citizens on the Internet. We will not list these countries, 
since the purpose of this article - is not a political, but a purely tech-
nical. We only note that the countries where the freedom of infor-
mation (including freedom of expression) on the Internet subject to 
significant restrictions is growing. Of course, the state apparatus 
justifies its actions concern for the safety of its citizens, but often 
broken when it is much more freedom than protected. 

INTRODUCTION 

We define the basic quality of Internet access, towards which 
we aspire: anonymous (the user does not want to call themselves, 
to show their presence), privacy (the denial of the transmitted data 
to any third parties), accessibility (the ability to access any public 
resources, regardless of the resolution of someone else). Several 
looking ahead, we note that it is solving the problem of access to 
information and will be devoted to this article. Of course, to ensure 
absolute performance described trinity - there is a global and com-
plex in every scientific and technical problem. And to solve this 
problem is only necessary so that the solution does not depend on 
the right of the field, where it will have to operate. 

How does going monitoring of user actions (in this case we are 
interested in a particular case - an attempt to access some re-
sources, servers, sites)? Just note that it may be both offenders and 
law-abiding users. Widely known for several major ways: 
– Targeted blocking of various network resources (hosts, the 

individual services, the server entirely), according to the State, 
showing illegal activity on the Internet or other networks, such 
as the intranet provider. It is used as an active opposition to-
wards the user and towards life - the whole server or the site is 
closed. 

– If the resource is not the geographical territory of a backbone 
providers directive imposed on locking, an entry in the table of 
access routers. 

– The worst-case scenario, which is used only in a single country 
- China is blocking VPN-connections. Blocking, as opposed to 
one or two cases, already made at several levels of the network 
model - the network (IPSec), transport (individual ports are 
blocked), session (L2TP), etc. 
Of course, to counter the threats listed above do not necessari-

ly have to be an intruder. What if the site was blocked only because 
of some innocuous remarks that seemed wrong to government 
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officials? Perhaps just the error occurred? The list is long, but the 
main problem is clear - more and more often occurs blocking of 
sites on the Internet. Again, we shall not give concrete examples of 
blocking sites with the date, country and time - the curious reader 
cannot (yet) find a lot of these cases on the Internet. 

1. PROBLEM  

Thus, we formulate the task. Assume that in a network are the 
most aggressive security policy: Prohibited virtual tunnel, is an 
active opposition and blocking technologies such as Tor, I2P, peer-
to-peer and other. Ultimately, everything is permitted to the user, is 
the use of multiple application layer protocols such as HTTP, FTP. 
Moreover, active monitoring is carried out and cut off all requests to 
the banned sites. Required to overcome opposition from the net-
work equipment, and gain access to arbitrary resources, in particu-
lar site [1-5]. 

Immediately determine if the network is physically cut off from 
the Internet, or disconnected common application protocols, the 
problem has no solution a priori. 

To solve this problem we will use the protocol HTTP - text ap-
plication layer protocol. 

2. PROPOSED ALGORITHM  

At the moment, the key players are the versions of HTTP [6, 7]: 
1. HTTP / 1.1. The current version of the protocol, adopted in 

June 1999. New in this version was the regime of "permanent 
link»: TCP-connection can remain open after sending the reply 
to the request, which allows you to send multiple requests in a 
single connection. The client is now required to send the infor-
mation about the host name to which it refers, which made 
possible a simpler organization of virtual hosting. 

2. HTTP / 2. Unlike previous versions, the HTTP / 2 is binary. 
Among the key features multiplexing requests for prioritization 
of requests header compression, uploading multiple items in 
parallel by a single TCP connection, support proactive push-
notifications from the server. 
Each HTTP-message consists of three parts, which are trans-

mitted in this order: 
1. The start line (Eng. Starting line) - determines the type of mes-

sage; 
2. Headings (Eng. Headers) - characterize the body of the mes-

sage, the transmission parameters and other information; 
3. The body of the message (Eng. Message Body) - directly with 

the message data. It is sure to be separated from the header 
by a blank line. 
Headers and the message body may be missing, but the start-

ing line is a must, as indicates the type of request / response. 
The key idea is to use a HTTP-tunnel, combined with the ap-

proach of peer to peer networks. Performs environment and the 
platform on which the system will work unit is web-server (nginX, 
Apache, or whatever), to carry out normal job of hosting some of the 
sites. However, it is running in daemon (language is not important, it 
may be even PHP), providing the required functionality. In fact, it 
provided the use of a decentralized overlay network protocol run-
ning over HTTPS - the possibility of building a chain from an HTTP 
proxy server. 

First of all, note that multiple proxy can be arranged only 
through HTTPS proxy - that is, proxy support method CONNECT. 
Refer to the HTTP / 1.1 protocol will discover a method CONNECT, 
entered to support HTTPS (secure connection to the web server). 
The algorithm works as follows: 

a) the proxy sent the connection request to the resource (remote 
socket); 

b) If you are permitted (authentication, ...) proxy tries to connect to 
the specified resource; 

c) If all was successful, a positive response is sent. Then go 
through the channel data between the browser and the remote 
resource; 
Sample dialogue (request and response ends with a blank line, 

followed by the raw-data): 
CONNECT 222.111.111.121:443 HTTP/1.1 
Connection: Keep-alive 
Host: 222.111.111.121:443 
HTTP/1.1 200 Connection established 
<RAWDATA> 
Proxy in this case acts as a bridge. General view of the HTTP 

proxy shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. The process of HTTP proxy 

 
We give a number of important comments to the structure of 

the work of the protocol: 
– The part of the user agent acts as a browser. 
– Select a specific anonymous proxy site specially selected mod-

ule installed, the benefit of modern browsers are actively using 
the extension mechanism. 

– Each proxy node anonymous network uses adaptive algorithms 
data statistics of the leads, it updates the database of other 
nodes, and the like. 

– There is an opportunity not only to ensure the availability of sites 
that are blocked by the ISP, but the function of anonymity, as 
well as the transfer of data between arbitrary users through a 
chain of anonymous in the proposed network of proxy sites. 

– The work comes through the protocol HTTPS, with the use of 
SSL or TLS. 
The generalized algorithm of operation is shown in Fig. 1. Sup-

pose that there are three networks, which are roughly divided be-
tween a boundary routers (it happens to them to control access to 
sites). In other words, the three segments of the Internet, under the 
control of three different countries. 

Let users Ub1 and Ub2 of B-segment denied access to re-
sources (sites) Rc1 and Rc2 of the segment S. The users Ua1 and 
Ua2 Segment A of the contrary, access to C-segment is allowed, as 
shown in Fig. 2. Then the generalized algorithm of the system is as 
follows: 
1. You are trying to connect the protocol HTTP (S) to the WEB-

server directly, either directly through a proxy (it all depends on 
the settings). 

2. Selects a suitable proxy agent. The location of this node can be 
a segment of the user (with a non-zero probability of deteriora-
tion of communication quality, because it will take at least an-
other one proxy node in the chain), or any other segment of the 
Internet. 

3. There is a chain of alignment proxy CONNECT method through 
a series of protocol HTTPS. 
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4. Follow GET request through the proxy chain built by the encap-
sulation of its own meta application (over HTTPS) protocol. 

5. returns data to the user agent (browser). Return Address WEB-
server of course be replaced with a false. 
Of course, p.p.3-5 require considerable detail their implementa-

tion, however, because of their design and the study is still at an 
early stage, leaving them to their next job description. 

By and large, to block the work of such a system can only be 
fully disabling WEB, blocking HTTP protocol in general, seems to us 
unlikely that [8-13]. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The general scheme of the system. P1, P2, P3 - respective-
ly, a plurality of anonymizing proxy servers that make up the founda-
tion of the system. Ua1, Ua2 - A network clients; Ra3 - resource 
(website) A network; Ub1, Ub2 - clients network B; Rb1 - resource 
(website) network B; Rc1, Rc2 - international network of resources, 
Uc1 - resource (website) network C. 

3. RELIABILITY PROGNOSIS OF THE PROPOSED 
ALGORITHM, BASED ON THE SYSTEM OPERATION 
DETERMINANT CHARACTERISTIC DYNAMICS 
ANALYSIS 

At establishing the choice of method for reliability analysis it 
should be considered: 
– systems reliability research problem class; 
– adequacy and completeness of the mathematical model of the 

reliability characteristics, models performance, the model use in-
itial requirements and limitations; 

– the method usability for the computer simulation, for the data 
measurement during testing of the operation reliability charac-
teristics statistical analysis in order to attain the calculation re-
sults accuracy characteristics; 

– relevant to reliability characteristics formalization, employing 
information security methods, including mathematical and soft-
ware research. 
The sequence of the system reliability methods analysis is as 

following: 
– system identification (purpose, scope, functions, structure, 

composition, backup, system maintenance, operation mode, ex-
ternal interaction, qualifications of staff and quality of the soft-
ware tools used in technology system which are planned at pro-
duction organization, during system manufacturing); 

– purpose of the system appointed definitions (range and required 
reliability characteristics values, system operation quality crite-
ria, consequences of rejections, failures and boundary condi-
tions criteria); 

– baseline data determination (obtaining and pre-processing of 
source data about the reliability of components and counter-
parts, calculating the elements reliability characteristics, reliabil-
ity distribution by elements of the system); 

– analysis of the system: 
– qualitative analysis (identification of types of faults, failures of 

mechanisms and their implications for the system, analysis of 
the scheme functioning, analysis of maintenance and repair 
formats, building reliability system structural scheme); 

– quantitative analysis (mathematical model construction for the 
considered system reliability characteristics consistency  in or-
der to obtain quantitative reliability characteristics by calculation 
or simulation, analysis of failures and sensitivity importance, as-
sessment the feasibility of improving the performance of subsys-
tems based on backup strategies and maintenance strategy); 

– evaluation of analysis results (comparison with the desired 
reliability characteristics and/or guidelines and tools to ensure 
the required reliability characteristics, which may include design 
review, identification of weaknesses, imbalances of modes, 
parts with high-risk of malfunctioning replacement, development 
of alternative ways to enhance reliability, implementation of 
trade-off analysis and designs options evaluation). 
Below we consider the program for reliability ensuring as the 

major form of scientific and technical reliability problem-solving 
results implementation. 

During operation a workable system enables a performance of  
n   required functions, and the performance of each function is 
described by relevant characteristics as a function of time. During 
the general formulation of the system reliability prognosis problem it 
is required to predict the dynamics of changes for each of these 

characteristics. But in some cases, among the sequences of these 

n  characteristics, it may be justified only one of its as principal, or 
determinant, which characterizes the system reliability fore-
mostly. Based on this statement, hereafter, we consider the task of 
system reliability prognosis within the frame of determinant charac-
teristics dynamics changes analysis. 

For such integral characteristics is proposed to use the charac-
teristic formation (accumulation) of failures in the examined 
system. Dynamics of such characteristics change will be considered 
in this section. 

Mathematical model of this characteristic is a random pro-

cess 
 tA ,

 ,   , Tt  , which implementation at a 

fixed 1
 will be marked as 

 tA
 , Tt  .  

Such process, for example, can be the Gaussian random pro-
cess with independent increments. 

System reliability prediction problem and its solution will be 
considered in this section under certain conditions and will have a 
methodical nature with attached illustrations about realizations of 

the studied stochastic process 
 tA ,

 . 
First we consider the relevant assumptions for the problem of 

the system reliability prognosis. It is believed that a reasonable 

functioning of the determinant characteristic
 tA ,

 that de-
scribes the mode of system operation, establishes the value of this 
characteristic that leads to the failure (ultimate state). Thus, for the 

implementation of observation  over the process 
 tA ,

, that is 

the function of time 
 tA

, it should be defined statistical estima-
tions of average rate of change and the variation coefficient for its 
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speed rate; this generally makes it possible to calculate (predict) the 
reliability characteristics for the system, without using the mode of 
failure (fracture) of the system. 

Thus, for the system reliability predicting it must be specified 
the following information about the dynamics of change at the func-
tioning of the system determinant characteristic as of a random 

process 
 tA ,

: 
– model of degradation process (monotonic or non-monotonic 

character of implementation); 
– threshold meaning of limited value changes for the determinant 

characteristics maxA
; 

– initial value of the determinant characteristics 0A
; 

– average rate of the determinant parameter change within opera-

tion conditions a , 
– variation coefficient (mean square root deviation) for the deter-

minant characteristic   change rate. 
Basing on the specific implementations of such characteristics 

analysis, or basing on a general analysis of the physical processes 
of degradation caused by the change of the determinant character-
istics (wear, corrosion, et cetera) it can be formulated the dominant 
degradation process and defined its type (monotonic DM non-
monotonic DN). This serves as a reason for the decision to accept 
for the distribution operating time to failure (ultimate state) mathe-
matical model from the corresponding species of distribution (DM - 
or DN -distribution). 

The following are examples of these reliability characteristics for 

a random process 
 tA ,

 , that describes the relevant process-
es of degradation in the examined systems, with a prospect to use 
the obtained characteristics for the problems of its prediction solu-
tion. 

Example 1. Below we consider a stochastic process with inde-

pendent Gaussian stationary increments 
 tA ,

 and monotone 
implementations, charts of which are shown in Fig.3. In this process, 

the model 
 tA ,

 is described in the form 

   tAtA м ,, 0 
           (1) 

where 
 t

 - random process which has the following charac-

teristics: 

 







 


dt

td
a м ,

M

 - the average rate at the 
corresponding time interval t of the system uptime; 

a  > 0; 

 
0

,




dt

td м

 , 

 

a
dt

td м







 



,
D

 - variation coefficient. 
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Fig. 3. Realizations charts of a random process with independent 
Gaussian stationary increments (monotone distribution) 

 
For this case, the distribution function of operating time to failure 

(ultimate state) is: 

 
  



















0max

max0

AAt

AAt
tFDM

         (2) 
Subsequently, the reliability characteristics of the system are as 

following: 
- mean time between failures (average resource): 

 
















 
 0max

2

2
1

AA
Tcp

 ,                      (3) 

- probability of flawless operation in the interval 
 t,0

 : 
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)(

0max

0max

AAt

tAA
tR

 .                 (4) 
Example 2. A stochastic process with independent Gaussian 

stationary increments and nonmonotonic distribution, implementa-
tions graphics of which are shown in Fig. 4. is described in the form 

),(),( 0 tAtA н 
 , 

where 
),( tн 

 - the random process that has characteris-

tics: 







 


dt

td н ),(
M

 - average 

rate, 







 





dt

td

dt

td нн ),(
 ;0

),(
 ;0 V

 - variation 
coefficient. 
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Fig. 4. Charts of realizations of a random process with independent 
Gaussian stationary increments (non-monotonic distribution) 

 
In this case, the distribution function of operating time to failure 

(ultimate state) is: 
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Expressions for the evaluation of object reliability indices are as 

following: 
– mean time to failure (average lifetime): 




 0max AA

Tcp
 ,                                (6) 

– probability of flawless operation in the range 
 t,0

 : 
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  .   (7) 

These examples for characterization of reliability which can be 
used in prognosis problems are characteristic for a wide class of 
engineering systems, that include hardware, mechanical and elec-
trical systems. For such complexes the processing of degradation 
(aging, wear and tear) is accumulated integrally, along the growth of 
time to failure t. Therefore, the most reasonable model for such 
physical processes is a stochastic process with independent incre-
ments. With regard to the large number of random factors in the 
degradation process, a typical model for increments distribution law 
with independent increments must be the Gauss law. 

Determining such parameters values as the average rate of the 

process   change and the variation coefficient , as well as 

determining the initial value 0A
and limiting maxA

 for the stud-
ied systems operation can be made by calculation, using the known 
methods of mathematical statistics. It should be mentioned signifi-
cant intricacy that could be met at such data statistical treatment 
problem solving.    

CONCLUSION 

Thus, the proposed approach to the task of ensuring the avail-
ability of a number of advantages and eliminates the main drawback 
of the existing solutions in the form of anonymous networks - use of 
special nodal solutions and a strong dependence on the number of 
units anonymous network. For the successful operation of our solu-
tion configured and running fairly standard web server with a static 
public ip-address and support the implementation of scripts PHP. 
Client enough to use standard browser (Chrome, Firefox, etc.) with 
the establishment of a special extension that makes a request for 
anonymous proxy network nodes and selects the optimal node 
based on the preset algorithm. Perform testing of performance and 

further improvements developed algorithms and models is expected 
in subsequent studies. 
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Tworzenie zautomatyzowanych, odpornych na uszkodzenia 
systemów, opartych na anonmizerach http umożliwiających 

dostęp do zabronionych stron internetowych 

Opisana w artykule metoda pozwala ominąć ogranicze-

nia w dostępie do stron internetowych w oparciu o tunelowa-

nie HTTP przy zachowaniu minimalnego kosztu w połącze-

niachpeer to peer. Artkuł zawiera opis algorytmu oraz jego 

kluczowe funkcje. Nowe podejście do problemu dostępności 

stron internetowych ma wiele zalet i eliminuje wady 

istniejących rozwiązań w postaci anonimowych sieci - wykor-

zystanie specjalnych rozwiązań węzłowych i silną zależność 

od liczby węzłów sieci anonimowych. 
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